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Opening Statement
Burson-Marsteller turned the rifle sights of the media
globally to the economic and social issues of poaching
by providing photo-journalists with headline coverage
ammunition. With less than one week’s notice and
essentially no budget, a media strategy driven by
visuals generated 450 photo-led articles across Africa,
North America, UK, Europe and Asia, The Middle
East, South America and Australia. Despite shoestring
campaign resources, over twenty key international
and local journalists travelled two hours outside of
Johannesburg deep into the bush to capture K9
trackers, Belgian Shepherd (Malinois) Venom and
German Shepherd Killer dogs and their handlers in
action. This strategy successfully launched the
Paramount Group Anti-Poaching Skills and K9
Training Academy delivering circulation figures of over
600 million unique visitors and nearly 640 million
in readership. (Source: Meltwater analysis)

Statement of Problem and/or Opportunity
Nature of Company or Institution
Paramount Group is Africa’s largest privately-owned
defence and aerospace business. Its expertise of
support for peacekeeping missions and capabilities in
land systems, aerospace, naval systems, advanced
technologies and electronic systems, makes it a
trusted partner to sovereign governments. In
partnership with the Ichikowitz Family Foundation, the
group launched its cause-related initiative, the
Advanced K9 Solutions dog training school in 2014.
Located in Magaliesberg, the largest dog academy in
Africa provides K9 solutions to assist conservation
efforts to curb the surge in rhino poaching. Solutions
include providing trained detection dogs at points of
access to game reserves, tracking dogs for field
rangers and training special operation dogs for rapid
deployment teams, among others. It also provides
training for game rangers to equip them with the
necessary skills to become specialised K9 handlers.
Problem or Opportunities Addressed by the
Programme
Rhino poaching, predominantly driven by the illegal
trade in rhino horn is an epidemic. Between 2008 and
2014 incidents of poaching hiked by 440%, with
poachers killing a record 1 004 South African rhino,
the equivalent of nearly three animals a day last year.
Extinction looms at this rate, despite a slight rise in
poaching arrests (2014) in South Africa.
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The Ichikowitz Family Foundation and Paramount
have actively been involved in anti-poaching
programmes since 2010. They have donated
surveillance aircraft and other military equipment to
national parks, and provided combat training
programmes to strengthen the capabilities of counterpoaching units. Their establishment of this on-theground training facility was a further commitment of
resources.
Programme Geographic Area
The brief to Burson-Marsteller did not specify
geographic targets. It required engagement with key
local national media and newswires to launch the
academy. However, taking Paramount’s key target
markets of South Africa, pan-Africa, the USA and UK
into account, the agency set itself the challenge to
drive the coverage further afield than just South Africa
to support the client’s international expansion plans.
A key expectation of the client was to position its
cause-related marketing work in support of its wider
business objectives.

Research
The rapid turnaround required from Burson-Marsteller
meant that media needed to be invited to the launch
of the academy just hours after the brief was
communicated. Lengthy research was not an option.
The team applied its knowledge of the media system,
the international media based in Johannesburg and
harnessed its accurate media lists. They ensured
accurate media engagement, targeting photo and
environmental journalists from national publications
and newswires who had covered rhino
poaching/conservation. Fact checking research was
done to ensure that the correct poaching statistics
were incorporated in media information.

Planning
As indicated (refer to Research) with just hours to
activate the campaign, extensive planning time was
not a luxury. The communications objective was to
ensure that relevant and influential media attended
the imminent launch event. Paramount required South
and pan-African awareness of the new academy and
its contribution to rhino conservation. It had
attendance by 10 media in sight, and wanted
coverage in key SA national publications and on one
newswire. Burson-Marsteller aimed to extend the local
campaign sights by placing the plight of the rhino onto
a highly competitive global news agenda. The team
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also aimed to link the role that dogs and their handlers
play in poacher combat to create a significant human
interest angle.

Execution
Delivery needed to be rapid-fire and on target, and in
response:

+

The media specialists tailored a media list of
print, online and newswire photo and
environmental journalists.

+

They issued a strong motivation/invitation,
which included a number of images and
caught the attention of key photographers and
reporters by harnessing key news agenda
related issues.

+

Hinging on a powerful photo-led media
engagement strategy, modern media savvy
information was generated. Information
indicated what photographers would see
through the camera lens including:
o Abseiling with dogs out of a helicopter
o Dogs sniffing out rhino horns and
explosives
o Mock attacks and arrests of poachers
o Camouflage technology and hand-tohand combat technology
o Game rangers, who were near the
end of programme, in training

Evaluation
Given the tight timelines and equally tight budget
Burson-Marsteller’s smart approach gave journalists
the ammunition with which to tell the story of dogs
being introduced as animals, to protect animals.
Nico de Klerk, Director for Global Marketing at
Paramount Group said:
“On a small budget and less than a week’s notice,
Burson-Marsteller did an outstanding job of getting
media to drive two hours from Johannesburg to spend
a morning at the K9 Training Academy. … Their
photo-led strategy resulted in over 450 articles
published in just one week across the world, including
Africa, North America, UK, Europe, Asia, The Middle
East, South America and Australia.”
Media 101 principles were flawlessly executed, which
is to be expected. But what differentiates the work is
the way in which Burson-Marsteller activated the
world’s newswire-driven system to ensure the story
made world news. The team ramped up media
engagement cleverly and in a way that did not
overcomplicate the message.
The following campaign results were achieved:

+

Over twenty key international and local
journalists
travelled
two
hours
from
Johannesburg to cover the story. Journalists
from the likes of AFP, Associated Press,
Bloomberg, European Pressphoto Agency,
SAPA, Sunday Times, NHK TV Japan
Broadcasting Corporation Johannesburg,
eNCA, SABC, RSG, African Pilot Magazine,
Engineering News and City Press took a day
out of their schedules to attend the launch.

+

In just one week, over 450 photo-led articles
were published in just one week in Africa,
North America, UK, Europe, Asia, The Middle
East, South America and Australia.

+

The coverage reached over 600 million
unique visitors and a potential viewership of
nearly 640 million.

+

Influential publications that covered the story
included Washington Post, Huffington Post,
Chicago Tribune, BBC, Daily Mail, ABC and
FOX, and Paramount received calls from
journalists for follow up stories.

+

Hundreds of comments on the pieces by
Bloomberg and Huffington Post were posted
on social media platforms.

+

The public phoned Paramount to donate
money to the cause.

The media launch did not disappoint. At the unveiling
of the training facility, journalists saw rangers
practicing hand-to-hand combat and taking part in
target practice with rifles. They witnessed rangers and
dogs in ghillie suits (camouflage clothing that
resembles foliage) demonstrating how to ambush and
apprehend poachers on land and in water.
The most spectacular demonstration of skills was two
dogs and handlers jumping into the water from a
Gazelle helicopter hovering low over a dam,
intercepting a ‘poacher’. During a subsequent
demonstration, a dog and handler could be seen
rappelling from a Gazelle. On reaching the ground,
one of the K9s immediately intercepted and
apprehended the ‘poacher’. This provided photojournalists with incredible pictures with which to tell
the story.
No adjustments to the approach were needed as
journalist attendance was secured rapidly, and was
followed through on with attendance of all but one.
The Africa Editor at The Economist could not attend at
the last minute. In response, the media team arranged
a private trip to the Academy for him, which took place
the day after the launch. This led to a profile piece in
The Economist.
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Supporting Material

Social Media Engagement and Media Clippings
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